
                       

Activity Name: 
Paper Mache Planets 

Energy Level: 
Low/Medium 

Topic:     □ Music / Drama     □ Cooking       XArts/Crafts      □ Getting to Know You      X Science / Math                      

□ Teambuilding    □Thrive    □ Gym    □ SEL    □ Introducing Topic    □ Reinforcing Topic    □ Technology  

**THIS ACTIVITY TAKES TWO PROGRAM PERIODS TO COMPLETE 

 
Learning Objective  (main thing you want youth to have an opportunity to do / to practice): 
To create an art project that takes multiple steps over a period of two days.  

 
Kid-Friendly Way to Introduce “Learning Objective” to Youth (1—3 sentences): 
We are going to recreate our Solar System using paper mache over the next two days. It will give you an opportunity to learn about our planets and have a lot of fun 

creating beautiful art, that’s also a little messy too! 
 
 

PLAN 
Environment Set Up: 
 

 This project will take two program periods. 

 For the first session—ensure you have space for several 
stations: balloon blowing, paper strip ripping, and paper 

mache application.  

 Will also need a large area for this to dry—can be set in 
bowls or hung by string (so long as there is protection from 

drips below/ newspaper) 

 For the second session—you will be painting, so need space 

and potentially smocks or table coverings.  
 

Kid-Friendly Version of Directions: 
DAY 1: 
Set expectations for this activity. 

This activity involves two parts. We will get to complete the first part today and the next part 
__________ (tomorrow, etc.).  
First, we are going to examine the nine planets (plus Pluto) and learn about them. Take a 

look at the size and shape of each. Choose one that you want to recreate. 
Next we are going to prep our paper mache materials. We will tear newspaper strips to use. 

You are looking for them to be about finger width and hand length.  
Then we need to prep our paste which is going to allow the paper to stick to the balloon 
and create a “cocoon”. We do this by mixing the flour with water.  

Now, we are going to blow up our balloons. Think about how big it will need to be (add a lot 
of air for a planet like Jupiter—very big, but only a little for Pluto—very small). Then we are 
going to tie off the balloon (staff may need to assist this part) 

This is the fun and messy part. You are going to set your balloon into a bowl to stabilize it. 
Take one strip of paper and dip it into your paste. Take two fingers and run the strip of 
paper between them to remove extra paste so that it is wet all the way down, but not 

“goopy”. Now you are going to apply the strip onto the balloon.  
You will continue to apply strips all around the balloon, making sure there are no gaps. To 
make it stronger, do a double layer of strips. 

Once it is covered, we will need to set it out to dry overnight so that the cocoon can harden 
and become a shell that we can paint. Let’s make sure we work together to clean up! 
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Anticipate Potential Challenges: 

 This project will be messy—so ensure you lay out 

newspaper, provide smocks if available, and ample prompts 
for hand washing and wiping up spills.  

 Also only bringing out enough materials needed, avoiding 
having too much supply that leads to larger messes and 
greater waste.  

 
 

Active Learning Process 
Activity Planner 

Staff name ________________________ 

Site _____________________________ 

 

Plan 
Do  
Reflect 



 
 

 

DAY 2: 
Set expectations of this activity 
Ok, so last time we created the shell of our planets. Now we get to transform them into 

planets. Let’s look again at the pictures of the planet that you chose. Look at the colors and 
shape. Does it have any unique features (such as rings?).  
We are going to paint the planets first, so choose which color. Do you want it realistic or 

use your imagination!  
Before we paint, we will need to release the balloon inside by poking it with a pin. You may 

want to cover your ears, it gets loud! 
Now we can paint, you can use one or multiple colors.  
Once it is painted, you can add some decoration. Maybe glitter, pipe cleaners for rings, puff 

balls for clouds, what else could we use? 
After you have finished decorating, we can set it aside to dry.  
Remember we all have to work together to clean up! 
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Step-by-step of the activity: 
Day 1 
Gather supplies—newspaper, flour, water, mixing bowls/spoon, cups to divvy out paste, small bowels (for the kid to set balloon in).  

Cover work area with newspaper or tablecloth. 
Allow youth to look at planets and choose which they would like  
Either prep ahead the strips and paste, or allow youth to do with you (would depend on age of youth) 

 Strips should be about an inch thick and 6-12 inches long.  

 Paste is one part flour to one part water ratio (1 cup flour/1 cup water). Should be like “glue” 

Instruct youth to blow up balloon based on size of the planet they chose, may need to assist tying off balloons  
Demonstrate how to dip the strips into paste, and gently remove any excess. Should be completely wet.  
Youth should layer the strips around the balloon until it is completely covered. If time permits, a second layer provides a s tronger product.  

Youth can then keep in the bowl (or transfer to another if too messy) and store in a safe place to dry overnight. 
Youth should work together to clean up. **Note: paste should be thrown in the garbage. Youth should try to remove most of it with a paper towel 

before washing in the sink to avoid clogging.   
 
Day 2 

Gather art supplies—different colored paints, glitter, pipe cleaners, puff balls, etc. (as available). 
Cover work area with newspaper or tablecloth. 
Youth should find there paper mache balloon.  

Pop the balloon inside using a pin, or cutting the closed end with scissors. 
Remind youth of what each planet looks like. They can choose to paint realistically or make it up.  
After they paint, they can add decoration. 

Store in a safe place to dry. 
Prompt youth to clean up materials.  
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Processing Questions: (questions to ask youth DURING the activity to encourage learning and reflection) 
What do you know about this planet? Is there water there? What is the weather like? Is it cold  or hot? What do you think it would be like to live there? 
How is your strategy working? What could you do to make it work better? 

 
REFLECT 

Questions to Review Activity: (group experience) 
How did you feel about the overall product you made?  
What steps did you have to take to complete it? 

What strategies did you see others use to make their planet? 
Who helped you with this process? How? 

 
Questions to review learnings: (individual experience) 
What challenged you during this activity? 

How did you overcome those barriers? 
When was a time that you helped someone else? 
What excited you about this project? 

 
Questions to predict how to apply learning: (future experience) 
How could we share our experience with others?  

What tools or skills did you have to use to complete your goal? 
Are there other goals that we could use those tools to accomplish? 

 
 

 
SUPPLIES (LIST WHAT IS NEEDED PER 10 KIDS) 

At site 
 

Paint 

 
Misc. art materials: glitter, pipe 

cleaners, puff balls 
 
Bowls (1-2 per youth) 

 
Flour (1c. per 10) 
 

Water (1. C. per 10) 

Recycled supplies needed 
 

Newspaper (1 whole per 10) 

Plus to cover work surfact 

Need to purchase 
 

 

Included in SPARKit  
 

10 Non latex balloons  
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Mercury 
Mercury is the smallest and closest planet to the Sun. Mercury has no moons and has no special features other than impact craters and 

lobed ridges. Mercury’s thin atmosphere consists of particles blasted off by the solar wind from the Sun. It has a large iron core and a 
thin mantle layer, possibly constant impacts which prevent its layers from developing over time. 

 

 

Venus 

The second planet is slightly smaller than Earth. It has a dense atmosphere and an iron core. It is the hottest planet with blistering 
surface temperatures (upwards of 400°C/752°F). Venus’ atmosphere is toxic due to clouds of sulfuric acid. The planet may have had 

water at one point, but these have evaporated over time due to the extreme heat. Volcanic activity have been observed on Venus’ 
surfaces, though there have been no signs of lava flow. 

 

Earth 

Earth is the largest of the inner planets. It is the only place in the universe where life exists. It has one moon. Earth’s core is very 
active, and it is the only planet with tectonic plates. Earth’s biosphere has long since altered its atmosphere, creating more oxygen as 
well as an ozone layer to block harmful radiation from space. 

 

 

Mars 
This is the second largest planet and the fourth from the Sun. Mars has a carbon dioxide atmosphere. It has two moons: Deimos and Phobos. These are 

said to be captured asteroids. Its reddish color is due to the large amounts of iron-oxide on its surface. Its atmosphere is very thin and 

its surface is riddled with impact craters, like that of the Moon’s. 

 

 

 

 



Jupiter 
Jupiter the size is massive, consider 318 times the Earth size. It is the largest planet in the Solar System with 2.5 times the mass of all 

the other planets combined. It is composed of mostly hydrogen and helium. Jupiter has 67 known moons or satellites. Jupiter has a 
rapid rotation which has caused it to bulge slightly around its equator. The atmosphere of Jupiter creates lots of storms on its surface, 

the prominent result of which is the Great Red Spot, which is actually a continuous storm which has endured since the 17th century 
(when it was first observed by telescope). 

 

 

Saturn 

This planet is just beyond Jupiter and is known for its ring, which actually consists of 9 bands of rings. Saturn is 60% the volume of 
Jupiter and has the lowest density of all the planets. It has 62 satellites, including Titan and Enceladus. Saturn’s core consists of iron, 
nickel, silicon, and oxygen compounds, all surrounded by a thick layer of metallic hydrogen. The planetary magnetic field on Saturn 

has contributed to an electric current through the metallic hydrogen layer. 

 

Uranus 
Uranus is unique in that it orbits the sun on its side because of its axial tilt. Uranus has 27 known moons, including Titania, Oberon, 

Umbriel, Ariel, and Miranda. While Uranus is similar to Jupiter and Saturn in that its atmosphere contains hydrogen and helium, it 
also contains copious amounts of ice water, ammonia, and methane. Furthermore, it has the coldest atmosphere in the Solar System at 

-224°C/-435°F. Uranus and Neptune are also known as “ice giants.” 

 

Neptune 
Neptune is smaller than Uranus but is denser. Neptune has 13 known satellites, including Triton. Neptune’s surface gravity is only 
surpassed by Jupiter, and the two are the only planets with greater surface than Earth’s. Neptune contains ice compounds like those of 

Saturn’s as well as greater concentrations of volatile elements similar to those found on Jupiter and Saturn. 

 

 

Pluto 
Pluto used to be considered a planet in the sense that Mercury or Jupiter are. However, it is now considered a dwarf planet because it 

lacks characteristics that define the planets in the Solar System. 

 


